Purpose -The purpose of this paper is to draw on the direct experience of a practitioner undertaking real-time research in his organization to offer insights into the dual role of practical insider and theoretical outsider. The duality helps the researcher to live "in" and think "out" of the research context to develop a theory for practice and then transpose it to a practice for theory through the collaboration of an external theoretical insider. Design/methodology/approach -This is a theoretical account of the reflexive experience of the practitioner reintroducing relational ethnography, where the researcher regards processes and spaces as the objects of analysis rather than bounded groups and places. It emphasizes the relational significance of the researcher, researched, and theoretical insider in exploring the structures of relations and meanings in the field of professional practice. Findings -The paper argues that understanding the complementariness and paradoxes of the dual role helps the researcher to identify knowledge gaps and contest commonsense knowledge in search of critical knowledge and theoretical insights. The transition between the bounded (restrained) and unbounded (unrestrained) selves occurs in the holding space of research, influencing the position from which the researcher views himself, his subjects, and his social world. Originality/value -The paper extends the dimension of ethnographic research, which de-centers the authority and control of the researcher to that of the relationship between the researcher and informants, by focusing on the relational significance between the researcher, researched, and theoretical insider. This perspective gives rise to a deeper understanding of relational ethnography, seen largely in sociological research, as relevant to organizational research, where structures of relations and actions explored in real time could account for the configuration, conflict, and coordination of work practices.
Introduction
Qualitative research requires that researchers explore the breadth and depth of phenomena by being involved in the experience of particular informants and the context within which such phenomena manifest themselves (Stainback and Stainback, 1988) . As opposed to practitioner-researchers, mainstream researchers conduct studies without being deeply embedded in the research context as an inside member. Hence, they face the challenge of retelling and making sense of others' experiences (or narratives) through their own interpretation of those experiences (Desmond, 2014) . Ensuring the reliability of qualitative data is both a challenge and an opportunity for any interpretive researcher to make deeper sense of the ensuing phenomena (Gioia and Chittipeddi, 1991; Yin, 1981) .
This paper provides fresh insight into the research process of the first author, who is a practitioner, from an insider perspective while achieving theoretical rigor by co-constructing the narratives of others through the collaboration of an outsider. In this context, the practitioner is referred to as the practical insider and the collaborator as the theoretical insider. The practical insider recognizes the tension that comes with the dual role of being a practical insider and a theoretical outsider. Such tension is problematic on several levels, as it overstretches the understanding and interpretation of what is actually occurring in the minds of the informants, the moment of practice, and not least the relevance of practice to theory and vice versa. Reflecting on this intertextual experience-that is, experience embedded in the multi-voices of informants and unfolding practices of the organizationthe paper proposes a relational approach to research collaboration by raising the question:
RQ1. How can a researcher negotiate the insider-outsider paradox to translate theory for practice into practice for theory using relational ethnography?
In other words, how can a researcher draw on actual practice-that is knowledge of professional practice performed by individuals-to produce theoretically relevant knowledge? More crucially, this paper argues for the position of theory as being reproduced or contested by practice seen in relational ethnographic research, rather than the position of theory as being reinforced or elaborated in practice seen in most qualitative research (Islam, 2015) . Using practice to theorize reveals hidden critiques of theory which could lead to a wider discovery of theoretical boundaries (Boltanski, 2011) .
Response to collaborative research between practitioners and academics This paper further responds to the call for celebrating qualitative research as a craft through the constant sharpening of skills where the insider-outsider researcher interprets found critiques or critical knowledge arising from multiple voices within the research context (Cunliffe and Locke, 2015) . The paper also attests to the importance of harnessing the support of the qualitative research community through collaborative inquiry (Clark and Sousa, 2017) . The co-author, who is an academic and a theoretical insider, bridges the insider-outsider paradox by helping to push theoretical boundaries in order to gain a deeper understanding of theoretical divergences. Such collaboration reinforces the methodological significance of relational ethnography, where both researchers work toward negotiating the insider-outsider paradox as a means of establishing practical and theoretical insights into a particular research context. The paper is motivated by a need for practitioners to collaborate with academics to jointly explore the depth and richness of qualitative research. While the practical insider has the privilege of gathering firsthand, real-time data in the workplace, the theoretical insider can offer theoretical insights to help the practitioner make a better sense of the unfolding data. Although their roles may complement and contradict each other in terms of research priorities, their relational experience facilitates a deeper level of dialogue both in and between themselves.
The practitioner translated his intimate relational experience with his colleagues, also his subjects, into reflective narratives in an attempt to make sense of their position and interest in the researched. On the other hand, the external academic used the narratives as boundary objects to help her understand the underlying conditions of people's cognitive and behavioral response to certain situations. Intensifying the relational experience, the academic challenged the practitioner to internalize the data by first understanding the position (above the surface) and interest (beneath the surface) in the research process before interpreting the data at a much deeper level. In essence, the academic helped the practitioner to see what others see in his own perspective through sharp questioning and sensebreaking. This process allowed the practitioner to distance himself from the data in order to reengage with his data. The academic identified intersections of paradoxes and similarities between the practitioner and his subjects, taking his trajectory of contextual understanding to another level. The aim was to allow the practitioner to recognize what was not detected in those intersections, particularly what people said they would do (enacted behavior) vs what they actually did (authentic behavior). Through an iterative process of critiques of the reflective narratives and deep conversations, they developed a collaborative discourse offering the depth and richness of qualitative research in achieving both practical and theoretical insights.
Extending relational ethnography
In recent times, relational ethnography has begun to receive some attention in social practice with Simon (2012) and Desmond (2014) reporting on different aspects of research orientation. Simon's (2012) focus on the relations of reading and writing in the field of communication lends credence to harnessing the different voices of the researcher; the inner and outer dialogue between the researcher and others calls for "a new array of collaborative, polyvocal, and self-reflexive methodologies" (Gergen and Gergen, 2002, p. 13) , building on relationality as a research process. On the other hand, Desmond's (2014) social perspective of action coordination and trajectories of practice across fields emphasizes relationality as "object configurations of connections, transactions, and unfolding relations" (p. 574). Both these perspectives are pertinent in organizational research where the locus of practice is shifted to the profession of work practice instead of institutional practice. This paper contributes to the current literature on relational ethnography in three ways.
First, it argues for a psychodynamic position where research is deemed a holding space for researchers to make sense of what is "up" there (theory) and "down" here (practice) in a relational way (Trist and Bamforth, 1951) . Psychodynamics refers to the way in which we develop frames of references as we interpret external objects by modifying our mental and behavioral patterns to make sense of our experience (Azmatullah, 2014) . The concept of holding space suggests that we leap out of our routine into a psychological space where we come to terms with our dilemmas and paradoxes in order to make sense of the social world (Petriglieri and Petriglieri, 2010; Winnicott, 1986) .
Second, the paper offers an alternative perspective of relational ethnography where practice is experienced "on" the ground in an organization constituting a field of professional practice rather than different fields of institutional practice (Desmond, 2014) . The micro-level of human interaction within a particular field could arguably form the basis of theoretical contestation and revision through the interplay of insider and outsider roles. This perspective emphasizes theory as being in the background and foreground of practice mediated by practical wisdom through practical insiders (Gioia et al., 2013) .
Third, the paper offers deeper insight into the paradox of the dual role of a practitioner as he experienced firsthand the challenge of negotiating his theoretical outsider and practical insider position when conducting research in his organization. The practitioner had to grasp the dialogical relationship between theory and practice by attaching to and detaching from the perspective of living "in" it. The dialogic expectation is complex as it assumes that all interactions are dynamic and relational to that extent that the social world is constantly being re-described (Bakhtin, 1981) .
Researching from ground up
Qualitative researchers seek a variety of methodological approaches to understand the mental representations of people and how these relate to their lived and perceived experience in a particular context (Bogdan and Biklen, 1992) . Often times, researchers gain entry into such experience by interviewing individuals or groups and/or observing certain 335 Getting lost to be found activities, such as meetings, shop floors, or even daily routines. In this paper, we extend the perspective of relational ethnography (Desmond, 2014) by drawing on the personal, firsthand experience of the first author (practitioner) functioning as a relational conduit between his researcher and employee roles.
As a methodological lens, relational ethnography is particularly relevant for practitioner-researchers seeking to apply their knowledge of a certain theory to their own professional practice. The ultimate challenge is not to seek a balance between the position of practical insider and theoretical outsider but rather the relational complexity of transitioning between the two positions (Gergen and Gergen, 2002) . Such ethnographic orientation shifts the focus from a researcher's observation and interpretation of the social world to that of the interactional dynamics between the researcher and informants (Islam, 2015) . The dynamics reveal the role of the researcher and informants, particularly the way the roles interpenetrate each other (Van Maanen, 1979) . Relational ethnography suggests the researcher living "in" and studies the very phenomena of an organization and participating in the coproduction of discourses by drawing out actor-produced perspectives to explore pseudo theories (Weber et al., 2001) . This is where the researcher plays the dual role of practical insider and theoretical outsider to create new dynamics with local informants to jointly understand the emerging phenomena that could offer insights into existing theories, shifting the object of research from bounded groups and places to processes and spaces from a relational perspective (Gergen, 2009) .
In qualitative research, the premise that theory can learn from practice stems from the recognition that informants function as theoretical sources. In other words, by engaging in the experiential world of informants, researchers can help coproduce knowledge that reveals not only individuals but also the organization to which they belong. Researchers could capitalize on the knowledgeability of informants to gain deeper understandings of what characterizes organizing and organization (Gioia et al., 2010) . As knowledge agents, informants are capable of articulating particular meanings, organize them around particular logics, and enact organization patterns that shape particular practice. Understanding informants' struggles and tensions in organizations helps researchers see alternative cognitive and behavioral patterns which, in turn, shape context and practice (Clegg et al., 2005) . Often times what happens "on" the ground is an explicit contestation of theory that is often times conceptualized "off" the ground at a more abstract level. The practical insider is, thus, placed in a unique position to experience real-time contestations, conflicts, and contradictions occurring in practice.
Being "on" the ground is crucial for research and can potentially be achieved through a quasi-peer relationship between a practitioner and an academic. In this paper, such relationship taps into the practitioner's role as he has optimal access to his informants' subtle processes of theorizing by collaboratively contesting, modifying, and developing their institutionalized and technical knowledge (Kempster and Stewart, 2010) . Corley (2015) referred to such collaboration as engaging a phenomenon from the perspective of those living "in" it, especially the practical insider. Not only does the practitioner live "in" a particular context but he also co-constructs meanings and symbolic representations of organizations with his colleagues using a constructivist epistemology (Fawcett and Hearn, 2004) . Being "on" the ground and living "in" it allows the practitioner to theorize through new experience as he gathers data to reshape conventional theory with subsequent input from his co-author, the theoretical insider. In particular, this paper describes how informants-including the practitioner as an employee-develop varying degrees of critiques that contest the limitations of institutionalized actions representing their professional practice. Simply put, the practitioner is positioned to experience how employees attempt to unlearn their conventional wisdom of practice. In what follows, the paper draws on the authors' collaborative experience by way of reintroducing relational ethnography. In particular, it will describe the opportunities and constraints experienced in data gathering involving realtime observations and interviewing, and collaborative theorizing between them representing the practitioner-academic synergy.
The researcher's paradoxes and relational experience The practitioner wrote a series of reflective essays around the various aspects of the research to articulate his views, thoughts, and experiences in trying to establish a close relationship with his research and data. This was for him a dialogic process as he developed a conversation with himself while expressing his practical theorization. Practical theorization involves the sensemaking of his personal paradoxes as both an employee and a researcher (Weick et al., 2005) . The following is an account of how he negotiated his paradoxes at three different stages of the research, a summary of which is presented in Table I .
Entry: accepting and challenging prior knowledge There were different relational turns that created subtle shifts in the way the practitioner perceived and understood the unfolding phenomena, often constrained by prior knowledge at the point of entry into fieldwork. For example, ethical considerations came into play prior to engaging in deep interactions with his colleagues, who were also his research informants, helping him frame the reality of their social world. Hence, he was cautious about not pushing the relational boundaries to learn about the thinking and behavioral patterns of others. This led to his bounded self holding back judgment about the assumptions others held of particular contexts and issues. The bounded self is an enacted voice projected to meet social expectations, as articulated in an extract from his reflective essays:
My view of the work environment is that it is characterized by silos without a strong culture of knowledge sharing and collaboration. I assume the large majority of employees accept status quo as being the norm. Not rocking the boat is a means of staying afloat and safe in the company. I want to have a deeper understanding of why the employees think and behave the way they are.
As a practical insider, he drew on his unbounded self and viewed the social world as it unfolded. The unbounded self is an authentic voice unconstrained by the multi-voices of the social world. In fact, he did not allow his preconceptions of the social world to affect his spontaneity toward his interactions with others. Instead, he regarded every informant as an individual with a personal voice through which to construct a compelling story. He recognized the need to be authentic in order to experience the unfolding activities and happenings in real time, motivating him to push relational boundaries even further. The following extract offers a glimpse of his unbounded voice:
My personal understanding of the employees is that they are individuals with a personal vision and values. Through a more personal way of interacting with people, I am aware of the paradoxes they are living in. For instance, they want to make a difference in an individual way but on the other, they tend to keep their heads down under corporate "fire" so as not to be "burned". I want to listen to their hearts and understand their personal philosophy and principles that shape their work.
The paradox experienced by the practitioner as a researcher was that of identity vs belonging. The bounded self gravitated him toward his immediate work context to which he felt a sense of belonging, while his unbounded self reached out for the values to which he holds true based on his identity as an individual rather than merely an organizational member, as reflected in the following extract:
My struggle is that I am living in a reality constructed by others. Being part of the culture and thinking of others makes me feel I belong here in some way. Yet, I also recognize the individual and deeper side of human being and work life. I do not want my personal identity to be compromised and be led by the nose of what others say about their reality. I struggle to find a balance between appreciating the norm and revealing the less obvious of how people think, feel, and act.
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Getting lost to be found Consequently, the view undertaken by the bounded self of the social world is that it is constructed by the preconception of others based on what has been said or written about. On the other hand, the unbounded self would view the social world in relation to the unfolding of activities and happenings in real time giving rise to an emergent quality. Negotiating between the two personas was, nonetheless, a delicate balance for the practitioner in order to ensure that he did not compromise his personal identity and values while identifying with the general sentiments of others at the same time.
Transition: deploying relational turns during interviewing Switching between insider and outsider hats while conducting research was for the practitioner an ongoing unlearning and relearning experience, particularly when he transitioned into the process of data gathering. Relationally, his bounded self maintained a fundamental level of professional connection with his subjects often using common references, such as company policies, systems, rules, and expectations, as shared objects of workplace interest that shape their conversational boundaries. Focusing on references they were familiar with led to a less spontaneous approach to data gathering, an area he had to unlearn. The familiar would influence the researcher's objectivity by stereotyping his perceived reality of others into predictable patterns of certain expectations or assumptions. Sometimes, situated distancing from the context by challenging prior knowledge in the moment helped him reconnect with his subjects in a more emergent manner, an area he needed to relearn:
I wear the hat of a stranger trying to sniff out anything unusual that's not within my expected understanding of a situation or issue, like my colleagues' reaction to issues about culture or change in the company. Often times, being immersed in conversations with people who share largely similar (negative or positive) sentiments about the company has led to some synchronization of views influencing me to "sing the same tunes" along with my colleagues. Long enough, this influence builds a dominant view of the reality even though I might have different thoughts about my environment and the people I work with.
The level of engagement became more intimate when he switched to his unbounded self by connecting with his subjects through his authentic persona. Relationally, spontaneity increased as he demonstrated vulnerability by revealing more of his emotions about issues surrounding the context. Reciprocally, the informants opened up to him by sharing deeper sentiments and concerns of particular contexts and allowing empathy to harness the relationship. He also found moments resonating with the dilemmas of others while helping them make sense of their dilemmas. More importantly, most informants regarded the interviews as a holding space to step back and view their social world with some clarity as they reconnected with their personal authentic voice:
I identify with others in terms of their dilemmas. I often feel "we are in the same boat." When employees are disgruntled, I ask what their vision of their job is. Some don't have a distinct vision and don't believe in one but still do a good job. Others believe in the vision of the company but do nothing about it. In my search for deeper voices, I want to listen to how employees' personal values or vision are challenged or superseded by culture or uncontested practices. I feel like a living organism bouncing ideas and feelings off of each other to understand what "living in the moment" is all about to experience the tension of myself and others, and be spontaneous about my response to reality.
The paradox experienced by the practitioner was one of control vs connection in exercising discipline and spontaneity, relating with and learning about others. On the one hand, the bounded self gave him a sense of control over the data by grasping the predictability of how his colleagues would think, feel, and act in particular contexts. The shared expectations of the contextual attributes, such as organizational functions and policies, and the potential
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Getting lost to be found response of the employees to these attributes made him feel in control of the research process. On the other hand, the unbounded self struggled to find a middle ground when connecting with others in a more authentic manner, as encapsulated in an extract below:
Finding ways to learn about how employees think, feel, and act requires both discipline and spontaneity. The feeling of being "in the same boat" limits my propensity to discover the underlying thinking and behavior of others. Being too familiar with the environment reinforces my control over the responses I seek. On the other hand, I want to also connect with how I feel and how others feel about their ownership of and belief in their work and predominant work practices. I want to see possibilities of more distinct thinking and acting. My struggle is to understand how employees (including myself ) demonstrate ownership of their work and at the same time reject values that run contrary to their work.
Exit: performing reflective sensemaking The dialogic process intensified when the practitioner took a different relational turn from his subjects to the objects of his research by engaging with his data as constructed through the narratives of his informants. Engaging in the messy data presented both opportunities and constraints in the way he made sense of the enacted and authentic behavior of his colleagues. The dual role of the researcher made his data interpretation complex and at times problematic. For instance, his bounded self used the data as a distancing device to relearn the objective reality of the social phenomena based on the narratives he helped coproduce during the interviews. One way of helping him view his data in perspective was to undertake a rationalist approach by treating the narratives as objects of social reality rather than subjects of social construction, as reflected in an extract below:
The stories I have gathered from others serve as boundary objects that help me understand the different facets of organizational reality, especially the way reality has been constructed based on views of the majority. These stories form the basis for refining the boundaries of how the organization is perceived and subsequently defined. It is as though I were collecting stories (data) to sharpen the image of the organization. There could be assumptions about the reality that have not been completely challenged.
Making sense of what was projected above the surface (enacted behavior) and beneath the surface (authentic behavior) of the data further revealed his paradoxical struggle. The practitioner had a relational significance with the data as he lived in and through it, a complex dimension intertwined with the narratives he socially constructed with others. In other words, he used the data as the source of his conversation to gain a deeper understanding of himself and his social world. Practicing reflective sensemaking was for him an authentic experience as he wanted to be truthful about the researcher himself and the researched. He then embarked on a more subjectivist approach to data interpretation by focusing on the intent of the projected voices rather than taking the narratives at face value. The following is an example of how he encouraged authentic relational turns by helping others frame their intent of their narratives and actions:
By opening up to talk about what is expected of one to perform and what one expects of oneself and others to perform is liberating. Such conversations have helped each other to reconnect with ourselves as individuals. As an insider, indirectly I want them to be more truthful about who they are -their role, position, and how they experience their world of work and what they would do to create a desired world of work. Therein lies a deeper voice of employees' self-worth and how they can make a real difference if they are not constrained by job description, position, or role.
Creating the relational possibilities offered him various moments to engage in personal talks that revealed subtexts about social phenomena, especially the unspoken rules and practices. These subtexts with which he could resonate, in turn, became the basis for data personalization as he lived in these subtexts (side talks) himself. However, because of the way reality and data were so intertwined, he experienced difficulty in objectifying the data. He could not distance himself from the data as he felt a very much part of the coproduction of data. The paradox was one of reliance on what was articulated and autonomy over what could be articulated:
Making sense of the data to identify the different voices of the subjects is challenging. While my outsider role motivates me to look at the similarities and differences between the thinking and behavior of employees, my insider role examines underlying thinking patterns that suggest enacted and genuine behavior. My struggle is not only a fundamental reliance on how the subjects articulate their assumptions and modify their behavior to accept or reject those assumptions, but also autonomy in challenging their assumptions to bring clarity about their enacted behavior, and genuine behavior.
Such paradoxical moments gave data interpretation a different dimension. Interpretation of reality could be essentially based on how people make sense of their social world by identifying the relationship between their perceived and lived experience. Providing a deeper dimension, the interpretation of reality could be based on how people make sense of their inner and social world by identifying the relationship between their desired and lived experience.
The practical insider and theoretical insider collaboration
The practitioner met up with the academic every two to three months over a period of 18 months and engaged in intense one-on-one conversations about the research. Additionally, they communicated through Skype, phone calls, and e-mails to discuss the data the practitioner had gathered. The academic acted as both a joint sensegiver and sensebreaker as she helped him appraise his data from an outsider perspective. Their conversations were largely grounded by sharp turns of inquiry surrounding the practitioner's paradoxical perspectives. As a theoretical insider, the academic used the research paradoxes as points of entry to jolt his thinking, helping him not only to reconcile his constraints as a practitioner to appreciate deep theory but also unlock his tunnel vision to view his data as living, unfolding stories. The following is an account of how he used his narratives as boundary objects to provide entry points for the theoretical insider to critique and challenge his understanding of the data from the theoretical standpoint. Boundary objects are specific objects or abstract concepts used as interpretive devices to provide common frames of reference in a communication process to help establish shared understanding across different domains of knowledge and practice (Bechky, 2003) . Methodological implications are drawn from the practical-theoretical insider collaboration and presented in Table II .
Clarifying the intersections of practitioner's paradoxes
The role of a theoretical insider in practice-based research is crucial for offering a wider and deeper understanding of the theoretical gaps and contributions as represented in the data. In this context, the academic used the reflective essays of the practitioner as a point of inquiry to help him appreciate theoretical meaningfulness and relevance. As the practitioner writes:
To better articulate my dual role research experience, I wrote a series of reflective essays each varying between 7,000 and 12,000 words. Each essay documents the development of my thoughts and relational experience with my subjects. In my face-to-face meetings with my co-authorthe theoretician-she would construct a deep conversation around each essay to help me deconstruct my voices as insider and outsider as well as those of my subjects by asking sharp questions. Then, she would identify points of intersection and asked where the voices belong: assumptions, enacted behavior, or genuine behavior.
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Getting lost to be found Not only did the academic probe for understanding through recursive questioning but she also helped the practitioner recognize the interdependencies and distinctness of his insider-outsider role. This enabled him to discover found critiques in practice which could have greater relevance to particular theoretical explanations. Consequently, she challenged him to think deeply of the researched as a practical insider but sense widely the social phenomena as a theoretical outsider. In doing so, she tried to understand very specific paradoxical moments and probed to identify points of intersection between these paradoxes. The academic further helped him internalize the conflict as a personal and relational experience, teasing out the intricacies of different relational turns. She did this by helping him shift his attention from what was going on in his mind about his understanding of the social phenomena to that of what he actually experienced during specific relational moments with his subjects. Focusing on concrete experiences helped him think more deeply about what was said, felt, and the subsequent actions taken. She highlighted specific statements in the essay to challenge his paradoxical struggles about being lost and found in his duality, such as the example below:
Often times I remind myself of my role in the company, that I have a voice to project, to command respect based on my position of influence, to be a distinct individual. At other times, I get immersed in the crowd and lost in a sea of unreal identities. I quickly become one of them using the same language of complacency.
In short, using the reflective essays as another layer of data interpretation helped the practitioner make a deeper sense of his duality which gave greater meaning to and understanding of the raw data. Collaborative inquiry and critique through the involvement of a theoretical insider further afforded him the experience of a different relational turn to recognize and articulate his paradoxes as potential enablers of in-depth qualitative research.
Dialoguing by engaging in relational discourse
Another role of the theoretical insider was to help the practitioner develop a conversation with his data by appreciating data as a living discourse. Simply put, the reflective essays were used as a distancing device to construct relational discourse for the practitioner. This helped him critique his own reflections of his duality and relational experiences during the research process through the help of a theoretical insider. In turn, the theoretical insider took a step further to critique his critique in order to reveal underlying issues about the social phenomena surrounding the researched that would otherwise have not been considered.
The two-way critique was for him a dialogic process, one that created different possibilities through the interactional dynamics, as exemplified in the following extract:
When my understanding of people and their response to the social world becomes complex, I use writing as a tool to help me connect back to what people think and feel what they say in order to safeguard myself from jumping into conclusions of I think they said. Allowing my theoretical insider (co-author) to critique my essays brings my understanding of the underlying issues to both a wider and deeper level.
The dialogic process helped the practitioner develop a heightened awareness of how he could capitalize on his paradoxes to gain clarity in order to understand the cognition and behavior of his subjects. The tension between projecting an authentic voice and masking behind the dominant voice of others was also spilled over to his relationship with the theoretical insider, who used the extract below to jumpstart discussion about complex issues, such as "discomfort" and "comfort zone." In essence, the constant looping of feedback and critique facilitated by the theoretical insider helped him leap out of the comfort zone to articulate the research discomfort brought about by his paradoxical experiences:
As part of everyone else, I sometimes feel I should go with the flow and do what everyone else is doing; that is, keep busy, don't challenge status quo, follow protocol and be on the good side of people. It's easy to forget who I am when you are busy behaving like everyone else. Noticing people's discomfort in their comfort zone makes me realize another side of people's behavior. I have learned to be more aware of how people see themselves deep inside and how they feel when others see them.
In short, the theoretical insider's recursive critique and questioning helped him understand the importance of contextual dissecting in order to reengage the data from different divergent perspectives. Rewriting real-time data into reflective accounts further helped the practitioner to both personalize and objectify the information. But it was the theoretical insider who helped him shift the vantage point of the social world in the way he deconstructed and reconstructed his reflective narratives. More importantly, the relational experience between the practitioner and academic served as a reflective activity in discovering the position (generally accepted perceptions) and interest (unspoken nuances) emerging from the data.
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Making a deeper sense of positional dilemmas through sensebreaking Playing a dual role sometimes led to unintended consequences in the research process for the practitioner. For instance, reflective writing served as a sensebreaking device to go beyond the surface of the data by considering alternative perspectives based on the positional standpoint of each role. Sensebreaking is a process by which a person creates a mental shift to provide a void in meaning of a referent point previously familiar to the other person in order to help him or her think of alternative perspectives (Gioia and Chittipeddi, 1991) . Writing down the paradoxical challenges helped him break away from the assumptions of any expected cognitive and behavioral patterns as he considered other deviances arising from complex contextual influences. Using the following extract as a sensebreaker, the theoretical insider nudged him to think about his subjects' response to his reflective accounts and determine if the response might create alternative relational nuances:
Writing down my data in the form of narrative in the way I construct it helps me understand the different levels at which people operate when they respond to their work and environment. Having deep conversations with a theoretical insider about the discourse often times challenges me to think of myself in the shoes of others. I then relate myself in and to the voices of others.
The theoretical insider further used wider sensebreaking techniques to help him both appreciate and distance from his positional dilemmas. As an example, the theoretical insider used a reverse logic to call out the authentic response to modeling a negative behavior rather than a positive behavior in his research execution. This actually forced the practitioner to think about the unanticipated impact of his relationship with others in order to make a deeper sense of his intent and enacted behavior, as reflected in the following extract: In short, the relational experience between the theoretical insider and practitioner helped him to sharply question the emerging data while adding greater contextual textures to his reflective accounts. In doing so, he became more aware of the motivations behind the enacted and authentic behaviors of himself and others. The use of sensebreaking devices through reflective writing and external critique through the help of a theoretical insider helped the practitioner reconstruct his assumptions to give new meaning to his raw data.
A model of the insider-outsider research inquiry
The deeper reflection of the practitioner-academic collaboration has led to the development of a model (see Figure 1 ), illustrating the research inquiry of the practitioner's duality and paradoxes: the theoretical outsider who projects the bounded self based on the perspective of the world as influenced by priori theories, concepts, or constructs that potentially describe or explain certain phenomena. On the other hand, the practical insider's voice is projected through the unbounded self, one who views the world as it unfolds and is unrestrained by past conventions or conceptions. Simply put, the theoretical outsider views the world from top-down through some prior understanding of theoretical construction, while the practical insider takes a more micro-process examination of the world from bottom up, represented by the base of the two inverted triangles in Figure 1 . Understanding the distinction between the two is crucial for transitioning from one position to another and integrating them in the holding space of research. As exemplified, research creates the space that holds the researcher's assumptions, understandings, emotions, and expectations of a particular context along with the perspectives of those living "in" it. It is the inseparability of both positions that relates the life of research to the life of people which characterizes research as a dialogic and an intersubjective experience (Berger and Luckmann, 1966) , the self-inrelation-to-others discourse that gives rise to thick description (Geertz, 1973) .
The bounded and unbounded selves
The practitioner's motivation for conducting organizational research was largely influenced by Siggelkow's (2007) definition of worthy research, which is to enable the reader to see the world rather than the literature differently; therein lies the paradox of what the practical insider sees as organizationally emergent and the theoretical outsider regards as conceptually relevant. The paradox privileged the practitioner's interest in seeing the complementariness and contradictions between what his subjects said of their organizational world and their ensuing day-to-day actions. The relational approach to ethnographic fieldwork consequently enabled the practitioner to focus on the process of how elements of complementariness were developed and transitioned in contradictions. Reflecting on Siggelkow's (2007) worthy research made the practitioner realize that qualitative research is not merely about being aware of the interplay of the subjects' bounded and unbounded selves. Rather, it is about his personal connection and recognition of the complexity and vulnerability of the intertextual process, interplayed by the bounded (enacted) and unbounded (authentic) selves that enriched his research experience and gave rise to deeper understandings of relational influence of work practice (Cunliffe, 2010) . The bounded self or theoretical outsider's perspective of research tended to drive the practitioner's research paradigm according to commonsense knowledge or a priori theory (Islam, 2015) . Such perspective could potentially narrow the practitioner's sensitivity toward what was already identified in the extant literature as logical conditions that governed particular behavioral patterns. For instance, the practitioner's commonsense knowledge of the cognitive and behavioral patterns of his colleagues was based on their enacted behavior projected on the surface of their daily interactions. However, as the practitioner interacted further with his colleagues, he was surprised to notice relational divergences from the perspective of what his subjects said they were going to do and their subsequent action or inaction. In this instance, the practitioner's bounded research orientation was challenged by Getting lost to be found a disruption or violation of his commonsense knowledge, which further pushed him toward framing his empirical observation as a tentative inquiry of what seemed like a complex but fascinating phenomenon unfolding in a complex context. The theoretical outsider decided to hold it as a hypothesis (empirical observation) rather than making immediate theorization of what he had encountered on the ground. It was at this juncture that the practical insider realized advancing theoretical knowledge too quickly would constrain what he could potentially explore more richly from the ground (Kegan, 1982) . Subsequently, the practitioner decided to depart from a deeper search for theoretical insight at that point and instead learned to hold the emerging hypotheses as a burning research inquiry to be further explored through the practical insider lens, helping him formulate his research questions as knowledge gaps. Thinking from the practical insider's perspective did not discount theoretical outsider's shadow, often his curiosity and instincts, which was very much a part of his prior conceptualization and sensemaking process when developing his research (Humphrey, 1924) . Interactions with his colleagues further unleashed his unbounded self as he started relating to them through his personal voice while engaging in deeper conversations. Such relational experience intensified his sensitivity toward the transition of role boundaries where his subjects also began to relate with one another on different levels. For instance, not everyone operates with great spontaneity. There is the common holding back of opinions and concealment of identity. There is also the individual persona that might propel or inhibit him or her from engaging further due to personality clashes or other politicized influences.
The practitioner learned on many occasions to discard his bounded self in order to merge with others to harness a sense of otherness; that is, seeing the world through the eyes of others. Such merging unleashed his unbounded self to gain freedom and spontaneity in reconstructing his social world by establishing the structure of relations between himself and his subjects (Gergen, 2009 ). The following quotes between an informant and the practitioner exemplify the co-construction of social meanings where unbounded selves intersect: In the above example, the practitioner spoke in a language with which those in the same context could resonate. They used "template" as a metaphor to suggest the tightly framed work most of them were confined to. More importantly, further conversations with other colleagues revealed "stop doing" as a critical process of individual unlearning, an inaction that contributed to "input into someone's boxes" through "talking and discussing things," characteristic of collaborative learning (Hislop et al., 2014) . The example reinforces the insider-outsider researcher paradox. Unless the theoretical outsider was in touch with a variety of emotions, perspectives, and actions relationally with his subjects, he would perhaps have to relentlessly hold his pseudo theory "as a hypothesis" without the possibility of a theoretical explanation. On the other hand, the practical insider would have the opportunity of inquiring more deeply into the phenomena by being immersed relationally with others until he "wakes up to the moment!" (see middle section of triangles in Figure 1 indicating response to emerging knowledge). This is where the insider-outsider researcher capitalized on the paradox of his or her dual role to engage in the messy qualitative data and at the same time distill the richness of relational conditions under which complementariness and contradictions played out interdependently to derive some reasonable theoretical insight (Alvesson and Kärreman, 2007) .
Research as a holding space
Viewing research from an insider-outsider perspective helped the practitioner appreciate research, including fieldwork and theorization, as a holding space for both himself and informants. Research creates a temporal space for organizational actors to transition between roles-as insiders and outsiders-and symbolically detach themselves from the expectations of their professional roles they assume at work (Van Buskirk and McGrath, 1999) , so is the role of a practitioner-researcher. The holding space served as an essential transitional passageway for both the practitioner and his collaborator to develop emerging relational turns in the critique of his data (see space adjoining the two triangles in Figure 1 ). Reflective writing was the backbone of the holding space as the practitioner tried to make a deeper sense of his role and data through the reimagining and reinterpretation of his raw data. This space facilitated the transition and integration of the duality by allowing distinct research motivations to intersect, indicated by the two overarching arrows in Figure 1 . The holding space is also constituted of informants taking time out to share their personal stories or reflect on specific work issues is likened to a container of emotions, ideas, and meanings (Van Buskirk and McGrath, 1999) . Often times, the interviews themselves became a holding space for the informants, including the practitioner, to discover themselves about what they felt or how they saw themselves in particular contexts (Kegan, 1982) .
Relating the holding space to the bounded and unbounded selves, the paper recognizes that the ability to identify with self is a critical aspect of understanding human cognition and behavior (Fine, 1994) , but often challenging as people tend to grapple with the interplay of insider and outsider personas (Gioia et al., 2010) . For instance, when an informant said, "I am worth more than my work," the practitioner could sense that the employee was awarding himself a material value articulated in "worth." At the same time, the employee objectified "work" as sort of an entity competing with his sense of self represented by a tangible value. The theoretical outsider position would intuitively theorize the quote as the informant expressing a motivational issue, but the practical insider position would have seen things differently. The insider knowledge immediately knew that the quote was an expression of frustration about abrupt change. In this example, the holding space represented by the conversation became the material aspect of participation for both the informant and the practitioner who became the container for his colleague by helping him contain his emotions, anxieties, and concerns.
The role of a theoretical insider collaborator added yet another layer of interactional significance in the holding space. Asking "What are you holding or carrying when you said […] in the reflective narratives?" opened the practitioner up to deeper thinking about his dual position and paradoxes. The theoretical insider was able to use his reflective writing as a resource to help transition the practitioner from the psychological passage of a theoretical outsider to that of a practical insider by, for instance, asking, "What do you see as change?" and "How can you change the situation?" The practitioner was not merely exploring the cognitive experience of others for the sake of theory development but rather engaging in reflecting how he could make a difference to his work and environment as a constituent of the workplace as well (Robertson, 2002) . Often times, the theoretical outsider position would be careful to reinforce a perspective down by first "holding it as a hypothesis" before further generalization, while the practical insider position would "wake up to the moment," a response similar to situated knowing (Orlikowski, 2002) (see middle section of each triangle in Figure 1 ). The holding space created relational possibilities wherein contextual dissecting and conceptual sensebreaking were deployed to not only allow the practitioner to hold his thoughts and emotions but also celebrate his paradoxical position as a researcher.
Theory for practice vs practice for theory Many empirical studies aim to offer outcomes that will contribute to organizational practice through the development of theory for practice, suggesting that theoretical assumptions could be tested through practical applications (Wadham and Warren, 2014) . While such practice-based research is moving in the right direction to bridge the theory-practice gap, far too few studies have considered an appropriate methodological approach to developing practice for theory (Islam, 2015) . By practice for theory, the model suggests a focus on understanding real organizational phenomena without the influence of any theoretical assumptions or predictions. Simply put, practice in the form of actions, interactions, transactions, and activities (Dewey and Bentley, 1949) is governed by multiple knowledges that offer theoretical explanation giving rise to practice-based theory (Burawoy, 1998) or practice as theory becomes (Islam, 2015) . Although consultancy-based research has long been regarded as driven by practice-for-theory inquiry, most studies still demonstrate theory for practice explanations through theoretical testing, validation, and/or elaboration (e.g. Gioia and Pitre, 1990; Ragin, 1987) . This paper argues that the contribution toward practice for theory is the interrelation between critical knowledge and theoretical insights (see apex of each triangle in Figure 1 ), generated through relational ethnographic fieldwork, involving both the practitioner and academic.
The practitioner's dual role certainly had a direct influence on his relationship with his subjects. In particular, the crafting and coproduction of knowledges took off at different starting points and on different relational levels. The practical insider's unbounded self yearned to be free of any potential biases to discover greater relational paradoxes, inconsistencies, and uncertainties where the starting point was to identify knowledge gaps from his own practice (see the left triangle in Figure 1 ). In contrast, the theoretical outsider's bounded self was guided by logical relationships of the world with which he associated as commonsense knowledge (see the right triangle in Figure 1 ). As data unfolded through the research process, the practitioner began to explore relational patterns that could explain certain complex relationships in more meaningful ways. In other words, the theoretical outsider was prone to exploring logical patterns that could be expressed in conceptual terms, while the practical insider delved more deeply into relational issues that stimulated him to question, contest, and seek alternative perspectives and solutions as he coproduced social meanings in his interaction with the subjects (Brown and Duguid, 1991) .
The subtle yet critical shifts in the two roles transformed the practitioner's relationship with the informants interacting between direct and indirect participation (Habermas, 1987) . The informants' voices were heard and captured on two levels: the voices of their bounded and unbounded personas. As the practitioner became more aware of the duality, he realized that his own bounded voice as a theoretical outsider would trigger a similar bounded response from an informant. If the practitioner perceived his organizational world through the lens of commonsense knowledge, he would potentially have constrained the potential and spontaneity for a wider variation of responses or voices from the informants based on the relational complexity (Wadham and Warren, 2014) . Such constraints would also place a limit on the structure of their relationships restricting multi-voices to emerge. After all, the bounded view was satisfied by commonsense knowledge rather than a search for critical knowledge.
The practical insider would examine his relationship with his subjects further through critical thinking and role boundary expansion to determine how people view the world and how they act. Despite differences in research inquiry for the practical insider and theoretical outsider, theoretical insights were not developed through firmly held hypotheses and neither was critical knowledge realized through situated knowing ("waking up to the moment!") (Handley et al., 2007) . Instead, it was the interplay of organizing (construction of social meanings) and organization (structures and perceived realities of relationship) between the two positional paradoxes that gave rise to critical knowledge and theoretical insights, seen in the interaction between the two triangles in Figure 1 . It is the duality of the practitioner and the relational significance of a theoretical insider collaborator that created the interplay of theory for practice and practice for theory, as he internalized (organizing) and externalized (organization) the reflexivity of found critiques in practice (Okhuysen and Bonardi, 2011) . In particular, the theoretical insider, through recursive questioning and critique of his reflective narratives, helped him experience his paradoxical moments in the context of his data; after all, the practitioner was part of the data coproduction.
Rethinking relational ethnography in organizational research
Ethnographic methodology has been treated as a back-end activity as researchers study their objects of analysis as groups or places and determine how these are juxtaposed across contexts (Burawoy, 2017) . In contrast, relational ethnography involves front-end analysis and critiques by focusing on interactional processes and spaces as basic objects of analysis (Desmond, 2014) . Desmond (2014) offers a clue from which relational ethnography could be methodologically deployed in organizational research by treating a single organization as a field, where the profession of work practice is given multi-voiced representations by organizational actors as they enable or constrain work processes.
This paper argues for a more localized and micro-centric focus on the field of professional work practice rather than treating how fields of practice intersect across institutional contexts common in relational ethnography in sociological research. Further, this paper examines relational mechanisms through role positioning of both the researcher and subjects by juxtaposing insider-outsider roles to make sense of "how things hang together in a web of mutual influence or support or interdependence" (Becker, 1996, p. 56 ) rather than focusing on the contestation of knowledge categorizations and acknowledgment of theoretical divergences as potential objects of analysis in ethnographic research (Islam, 2015) . The intermingling of insider-outsider roles, particularly of the researcher, is crucial for designing methodological strategies by "quite literally following connections, associations, and putative relationships" (Marcus, 1998, p. 81) , often times using storytelling as a distancing device to illuminate the object of the researched.
Reintroducing relational ethnography, which is "designed around chains, paths, threads, conjunctions" (Marcus, 1998, p. 90) of social processes in organizations, offers crucial implications for qualitative research. Conducting qualitative research is not merely about finding an appropriate method but developing a methodology that is both flexible and open to innovation (Gioia et al., 2013) .
First, being aware of the bounded and unbounded selves will motivate researchers to delve more deeply into the discursive data coproduced by their informants from an inside-out and outside-in perspective. The positioning of researcher and subject roles is crucial in qualitative research as people occupying different positions are bound together in complementary and contradictory ways in a relationship manifesting mutual dependence or struggle (Desmond, 2014; Robertson, 2002) . Being able to juxtapose between roles as practical insider and theoretical outsider could help the researcher grasp knowledge gaps in social practice and determine knowledge boundaries that "trigger further developments, new trains of thought, new events" (Klaver, 2004, p. 46 ). More importantly, it is the ability to 349 Getting lost to be found rigorously identify and demonstrate connections between relational objects that theory and practice could be bridged to offer another dimension of qualitative methodology seen in organizational relational ethnography. This requires that researchers adapt, improvise, and develop innovative ways of data gathering and organizing (Corley, 2015; Glaser and Strauss, 1967) .
Second, understanding the self-other connection and significance in relational ethnography transforms the researcher-informant relationship from predetermined expectations to an emergent quality (Hibbert et al., 2014) . If researchers harness their duality of roles by both drawing closer to and distancing from the core of their research, they will create variations in agentic associations and ultimately influence their identities and actions, including their informants' (Gioia et al., 2010) . The core of research is, therefore, no longer the boundary that narrows the scope of data but rather a space that holds mutual-implicating relationships between the researcher and researched (Suddaby, 2006) , seen at the intersection between the insider and outsider roles in Figure 1 . Cunliffe and Karunanayake (2014) suggest that the intertextual relationship between the researcher and informant is situated in a hyphen space where boundaries between the researcher and researched are merged to reveal more of the underlying relational structures of the objects under study. Working the hyphen parallels the researcher juxtaposing the insider and outsider roles through a reflexive process of living "in" and "out" of a particular context (Fine, 1994) .
Third, the paradoxical relationship between the insider and outsider does not push the researcher toward seeking differences in the interpretation of phenomena; rather, it creates a deeper awareness of the tension between subjectivity and objectivity (Eisenhardt, 1989) . This is where the researcher finds balance in the holding space to account for the intersection between "holding it as a hypothesis" and "waking up to the moment" (see Figure 1 ). After all, keeping close to authentic data by actively coproducing it helps keep the researcher honest (Eisenhardt and Graebner, 2007) . Relational ethnography holds that the researcher enters the holding space of research by putting on the practice lens to critique emerging theory and constructing the context with their subjects at the same time. If both the researcher and informants recognize their unbounded selves, they could search deep into their own true voices to project their view of their external (organizational) world (Gergen, 2009) .
The question of generalizability remains a point of contention for qualitative researchers (Guba and Lincoln, 1994; Yin, 1981) . Relational ethnography offers real-time data from multi-voiced perspectives within a practice field offering the practical insider insights that can be translated into concrete terms for managerial practice (cf. Corley, 2015; Siggelkow, 2007) . Arguably, the researcher lives "in" the actual experiences of others in a social context that allows him or her to make a deeper sense of emerging structures of relations in processes, systems, people, and practices offering a more sustainable representation of data (Gioia et al., 2013) .
Toward relational experience in qualitative research
This paper built on the premise that practice, in some form, is what theory becomes when critiqued and analyzed through different interpretations and positions of interest (Islam, 2015) . It developed a relational perspective of qualitative research by emphasizing the criticality of the practitioner-researcher role as both a practical insider and a theoretical outsider. It extended the current understanding of ethnographic research by arguing that reflexivity is deeply harnessed in the holding space of research. The researcher gains insight from being relationally significant to the subjects and at the same time relating rich (practical) experiences to gain theoretical insight from a theoretical insider, usually the collaborator. The relational way of bridging theory and practice through such collaboration is rare and should be encouraged (Cunliffe and Locke, 2015) . The reference point for introducing relational ethnography in organizational research stems from the living experience of the first author where he round living "in" and "out" of a context is critical to experiencing the underlying structures of relations of the researched. Being part of real-time data is also a step closer to coproducing authentic data in relational ethnography not tainted by politicized voices in the field of professional practice.
The paper further argued that the holding space of research is where relational ethnographers both internalize and externalize their reflexivity of what is going on in a context through the juxtaposition of their insider-outsider selves helping, in turn, unleash the unbounded selves of their subjects. Unbounded selves project individual and potentially genuine voices unconstrained by tradition or past understanding. In order to unleash the unbounded selves of others, relational ethnographers first take on the identity of practical insiders as one of us in order to bodily experience the lives of others (Martin, 2002) . The research process becomes the holding space for relational ethnographers to bodily immerse themselves in the experience of others. Subsequently, the holding space becomes the locus of philosophical tensions between the insider and outsider methodological orientation, transposing commonsense knowledge to critical knowledge (Zilber, 2002) . Negotiating the paradox is a critical aspect of relational ethnography, where the researcher mediates between the abstract and concrete, perception and reality, as well as subjective understanding and objective evaluation. Relational ethnography seeks to better understand and relate to the social world rather than conducting research as a self-referential activity telling others what the world is and is not (Siggelkow, 2007) .
Conducting relational ethnographic research is not without its challenges and limitations. The drawing near to and distancing from the data requires practice; it is not a logical response to methodological requirements but rather a relational craft (Cunliffe and Locke, 2015) . First, although power distance did not necessarily interfere with the relational significance between the practitioner and his informants of higher hierarchical positions, it sometimes created biases when sensitive information was released. For instance, phrases like "just between you and me," "for your ears only," "keep this confidential," "you are the only one who knows this," and so on did influence the practitioner in the way he interpreted the information and structures of meanings in their conversations. The fine line between the practitioner and his colleagues was often difficult to demarcate and this inadvertently affected the manner in which mutual identities and narratives were constructed (Gioia et al., 2010) . Second, being privy to sensitive information-which could increase the knowledgeability of the practitioner (Gioia et al., 2013 )-hinges on the questions of ethicality. Rather than helping the practitioner gain entry into unique real-time data, playing dual roles in effect hindered deeper connections, particularly so when informants were unclear if their interaction with the practitioner was used as a basis for data analysis. The practitioner was constantly mindful of the question: "How far and deep should I go into to gain insight?" Zooming in and out between insider and outsider positions sometimes led the practitioner in treating his colleagues as subjects and objects, although the object of relational ethnography was not necessarily people or places (Desmond, 2014) . Often times, this dilemma raised the question of morality (Stanley and Wise, 1990) . If relational ethnography is about engaging informants as real people, researchers will have to be responsible for their involvement and the data they coproduce. Negotiating between research subjectivity and objectivity, therefore, requires delicate balance, as is playing the dual role as a researcher.
Future research could extend exploration of the paradoxes of qualitative researchers, particularly their response to their research process and the researched. The much-needed research collaboration between practitioners and academics, and how their interaction unfolds in the holding space of research is also worth exploring. In particular, it might be interesting to explore the duality of the researcher from the psychodynamic perspective of 351 Getting lost to be found how the researcher reconciles the different facets of lived experience as he or she participates in between transitory spaces of relational configurations (c.f. Petriglieri and Petriglieri, 2010; Winnicott, 1986) . A deeper exploration is perhaps needed for incorporating relational ethnography as part of the methodological repertoire of qualitative research by focusing on organizations as fields of professional practice. As contemporary organizations go in the direction of virtual and project teams, fields of professional practice have become the point of interest for qualitative researchers to study the coordination and distribution of work in multiple configurations of relations (c.f. Bechky, 2003) . Building on Cunliffe and Locke's (2015) call for community building in qualitative research, it is worthwhile to revisit the relational significance of collaborations between practitioners and academics by exploring how practical and theoretical voices intersect, and how theorization is established through the joint imagination of pseudo theory (cf. Islam, 2015) . As a caveat, although practitioner-researchers are privileged to live "in" the context of research, they should recognize that they could inevitably be lost in the thick of their fieldwork. They should always be prepared to celebrate their paradoxes when living in between the holding space of their insider and outsider selves (Fine, 1994) . Sometimes, getting lost in the multi-voiced contexts is the only way for the true, authentic voice to be found.
